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---------- 
[NEWS AND UZINE RELATED EVENTS] 
 
Contents table now online: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/contents.pdf ! 
 
2004-02-14: Conspiracy label special during our 16-18 broadcast. 
2004-03-11: Deadbeat a.o. ~Scape artists live in Louvain (Stuk)! Expect a Deadbeat interview 
and a contest.  
 
Other concerts we're likely to be attending: 2004-02-08 Portables & Jeffrey Lewis, 
Lintfabriek, Kontich; 2004-02-09 Vadislav Delay (Stuk, Leuven); 2004-02-09 Double Leopards 
(Bunker, Brussels); 2004-02-13 Shitkatapult acts (Recyclart, Brussels); 2004-02-14 Sophia 
(MoD, Hasselt), 2004-02-18 Fables (Vooruit, Ghent); Spokane (Tinnepot, Ghent); 2004-05-13 
Monolake (Stuk, Leuven). All of these dates are in Belgium, Europe (or neighbouring 
countries). 
 
We've just interviewed Bruno Dumont (true heir to Bresson, Tarkovski & Antonioni, check 
"Twenty-nine Palms", "L'Humanité" & "La Vie de Jésus") together with Philippe Grandrieux 
(check "Sombre", which boasts a terrific soundtrack by Alan Vega) on January 14th in Paris, 
for Holland's "De Filmkrant". We hope we'll be able to offer a link to a pdf file of the 
transcript (in Dutch) of our extensive conversation pretty soon. We may also be broadcasting 
large chunks later on. 
 
Future broadcasts of our radio shows (16-18/18-20): February 14+28, March 13+27. 103.9! 



 
---------- 
[2003 FAVELISTS] 
 
In this issue: the faves of the [uzean] team : (kf) + (hs) + (pv). 
 
In our next issue: Dieter (Orange Black), Eavesdropper, Elko de Saint Morph Ray, Caroliri 
d'Hara'Kiri, Peter Linftabriek, Mauro Pawlowski, Roommate, Stijn, Styrofoam, Dennis Tyfus 
... See also our links section below for earlier favelists. 
 
 
[1] (pv)'s 48 hour technicolour dream (26 new ones & 22 old ones) 
 
* Contemporary pop rock etc.: 
01 - Robert Wyatt: "Cuckooland" cd (Hannibal) 
02 - Iron & Wine: "The Sea & The Rhythm" mcd + "The Creek Drank The Cradle" cd (Sub Pop) 
03 - Macy Gray "She Ain't Right For You" scd (Epic) 
04 - Sandrine Collard: "Je Communique" cd (Capitol / EMI Belgium) [2002 but didn't come to 
my attention until 2003] 
05 - Stijn: "Sex junkie" on "Ep #01" scd/12" (Labels) 
06 - 50 Cent: "In Da Club" 12" (Shady) 
07 - the White Stripes: "Seven Nation Army" single (XL) 
08 - Sun Dial: "Zen For Sale" cd (Acme) 
09 - Fort Lauderdale: "Pretty Monster" cd + "The Chilling Place" scd + "Estuary English 1" 
v/a cd (Memphis Industries) 
10 - Belle & Sebastian: "Step Into My Office, Baby" single + "Dear Catastrophe Waitress" cd 
(Cycle) 
11 - Hara'Kiri: "Ha-Haha" cd (Twilight Bark) 
12 - Franco Saint de Bakker: "Blue Monday" on "Blue Minor" cd (Heaven Hotel). 
As you can see, that whole 'nu garage' thang doesn't really thrill me. To me, there's too 
much secondrate bands embracing the new fad just to get something going, rather than people 
creating something. White Stripes are an exception: they do have a mission. Moreover, 
lyricwise, there's little merit in rehashing clichés, or is there? By contrast, quite a few 
artists on the list above are superb lyricists  esp. Wyatt, Collard and B&S. 
 
* Contemporary electronica dance etc.: 
01 - Monolake: "Momentum" cd + "Linear Atomium Reminiscence" 12" (Imbalance) 
02 - Luciano & Qunum: "Orange mistake" on "Funky Dondy" 12" (Cadenza) 
03 - Deutsch Amerikanische Freundschaft: "Der Sheriff" scd, also on "Fünfzehn Neue DAF 
Lieder" cd (Superstar) 
04 - Jake Fairley: "Going Down The Road" 12" (Sender) 
05 - Deadbeat: "Garble & Slur" 12" (Cynosure) + "Fun...k?" on v/a cd/lp "Staedtizism 4" 
(~Scape) 
06 - Luomo: "The Present Lover" cd/3.12" (Forcetracks) 
07 - International Pony: "Leaving Home" 12" (Sony Germany, 2002, incl. Akufen rmx) 
08 - Muthspiel: "In The Mood For Love" 12" (Laudon) 
09 - Drugs: "Brain On" 12" (Kraked) 
10 - Villalobos: "Alcachofa" cd (Playhouse) 
11 - Horror Inc.: "Horrorama" 12" (Revolver) + "A dream within a dream" on "Superlongevity 
3" v/a cd/3lp (Perlon) 
12 - the Rip Off Artist: "Pet Sounds" cd/2lp (Vertical Form) 
13 - Lea Klus: "Deep Damage" 12" (Trapez) 
14 - Lisa Carbon: "Standards" cd (Rather Interesting). 
For me, it was a year when I suddenly felt that post-Autechre IDM & experimental electronica 
were no fun anymore: autopilot overkill and too much empty sounddesign without tension... 
Luckily, there were still artists & labels aplenty who could shake a miracle out of the 
simple groove format, simply by having a lustful ear and a creative mind that's free of 
clichés and routine solutions. Great to hear Monolake, Luomo and Ricardo Villalobos evolve 
to impressive heights, too. 
 
* Reissues pt. 1: 
01 - v/a "New Deutsch" cd/2lp (International Deejay Gigolo) 
02 - Liaisons Dangéreuses: "[Liaisons Dangéreuses]" cd/lp (Hit Thing) 
03 - Pyrolator: "Ausland" cd (Ata Tak) 
04 - v/a "Verschwende Deine Jugend" 2cd (Universal) 
05 - v/a "Teutonik Disaster 2" cd (Gomma) 
i.e. I wasn't too impressed by the all too predictable 'eighties efforts' by Soul Jazz, 
Rough Trade and other labels. Please have us discover something exciting and totally new in 
the rehashing process, folks! 
 



* Reissues pt. 2: 
06 - Jacques Brel: "Infiniment" 2cd (Barclay) [if only for those 5 previously unissued 
tracks] 
07 - Miles Davis: "The Complete Jack Johnson Sessions" 5cd box (Sony) 
08 - the Smoke: "[The Smoke]" cd (Acid-Ray) [the US band, not to be confused with other 
bands of the same name] 
09 - v/a: "Legend Of A Mind" 3cd box (Universal) [if only for making me discover T2's "No 
more white horses" and casting a new light on Camel, Curved Air and Ten Years After] 
10 - Sun Dial: "Other Way Out" cd (Acme) 
11 - Yes: "Fragile" cd (Rhino) 
12 - Leon Ware: "Musical Massage" cd (Universal) + Marvin Gaye: "I Want You - Deluxe 
Edition" 2cd (Universal) 
13 - Ken Nordine: "Wink" cd (Asphodel) 
14 - v/a: "Biet Het 4" cd (Waterpipe) 
15 - v/a: "House Of Many Windows - Psychedelic Pstones 3" cd (Sanctuary) 
16 - v/a: "The Get Easy! Sunshine Pop Collection" 2cd (Universal Germany) 
17 - v/a: "Fading Yellow 4+5+6+7" cd+cd+cd+cd (Flower Machine) 
18 - Alan Hawkshaw: "Mo'Hawk - Mood Mosaic 7" cd (Rpm) 
19 - Richard Hayman: "Genuine Electric Latin Love Machine" lp (Wah-Wah) 
20 - v/a: "Psychedelic Jazz" cd/2lp (Universal Germany) 
21 - Don Blackman: "[Don Blackman]" lp (Arista) 
22 - v/a: "Hits & Misses - Muhammad Ali And The Ultimate Sound Of Fistfighting" cd/2lp 
(Trikont). 
Souljazzfunkwise, it looks like the best is behind us. Strut, Soul Jazz and Harmless are no 
longer the labels they used to be, and even BGP and Blue Note failed to make an impression. 
 
* Labels of the year: Perlon, Memphis Industries, Cherry Red & Rev-Ola, Flower Machine, 
Universal. Rumours indicate otherwise, but hopefully, that last label - it's the only major 
in the list - won't give up on pleasing serious music fans and collectors in 2004! 
 
* Nice to have discovered: Cody Chesnutt, John Cunningham, Dånzen Jetzt, Kimya Dawson, Donna 
Summer [II], Durango, Earlimart ["The movies"], Echokrank, the Grooms, Daniel Hales, 
Hypnosis, Jabberjaw, Jackstone, Joakim, Andrey Kiritchenko, Luciano, Milos, the Moglass, 
Morane, Mu, My Robot Friend, Parsley Sound, Linda Perhacs, PJ Pooterhoots = Barf, Riow Arai, 
Secondo, John Shananigans, Somnabula, the Thrills, Waterman [thank you Eavesdropper], J. 
Xaverre... And so long, Zevon! 
 
* Best gigs of 2003, chronologically: 
- Jamie Lidell, Antwerp, Kaaiman, 2003-01-25 
- Shadowgraphic City, Antwerp, Bourla, 2003-01-26 
- Dead Man Ray, Antwerp, de Singel, De Nachten, 2003-02-02 
- EU, Antwerp, CC Luchtbal, Seats 'n' Beats, 2003-03-15 
- Somnabula, Antwerp, Pekfabriek, 2003-05-10 
- Yes, Brussels, Koninklijk Circus, 2003-06-22 [enjoyed their impeccable "Heart of the 
sunrise" and their audience and Chris Squire immensely - more so than many a 'hip' gig] 
- Orange Black, Ghent, Boomtown, 2003-07-23 
- Luomo, Hasselt, Pukkelpop, 2003-08-28 [scandalously underrat(tend)ed] 
- Styrofoam, Hasselt, Pukkelpop, 2003-08-28 
- Durango, Antwerp, zaal Jacob, 2003-11-07 
- Roommate, Duyster, VRT Studio Brussel, 2003-11-25 
- Monguito, Antwerp, Dampark, 2003-11-30. 
Awful: the Free Association, Brussels, Beursschouwburg BSBis, 2003-03-25. David Holmes's v/a 
compilation "Come Get It I Got It" (featuring short ditties by the Free Association) is one 
of the funkiest psychedelic trips we've been on in recent years, but this concert sucked 
mightily. We couldn't help being reminded of Zodiac Mindwarp, Senser and the like... Very 
yikes too: Bob Dylan, Brussels, Vorst Nationaal, 2003-11-12. Go find yourself musicians that 
are worthy of your songs, Bawb! 
 
* Movies: the ongoing 'commercialist takeover' has meant that quite a lot of films had 
already been cancelled in Belgian movie theatres before I even got the chance to see them, 
i.e. after one or two weeks! I guess that the new Takeshi Kitano and Paul Thomas Anderson 
movies were too good for anyone in the Belgian film biz to have them projected? In any case, 
of the few worthwhile films which I was allowed to see, Ulrich Seidl's "Hundstage" really 
stood out. Together with "La Haine" (Kassovitz) and "L'Humanité" (Dumont), it'll prove to be 
one of thé important films of our age, I guess. Tom Barman's debut "Any Way The Wind Blows" 
and Paul Schrader's "Autofocus" (2002) were cool too. On the other hand, Lars Von Trier's 
"Dogsville" was insultingly awful. After the low point of "Breaking The Waves", I've finally 
had it with this pretentious, underscholared moralist who systematically undervalues his 
audience, and wastes our time with precious few ideas or insights, spoiling our mind with 
movies that compare to art like the notes of a seventeen-year-old student to the writings of 



Borges or Canetti. The only issue which "Dogsville" raises credibly is: should we pity 
Nicole Kidman or not for having signed with that 'director' for three movies? 
 
 
[2] (hs) 
 
* Top 20 albums: 
01 - Cat Power: "You Are Free" (Matador) 
02 - David Sylvian: "Blemish" (Sahmadisound) 
03 - Devendra Banhart: "Oh Me Oh My" (Young God) 
04 - Lightning Bolt: "Wonderful Rainbow" (Load) 
05 - Tv on the Radio: "Young Liars" mcd (Touch and Go) 
06 - the New Pornographers: "Electric Version" (Matador) 
07 - the Rapture: "Echoes" (DFA) 
08 - the Books: "The Lemon Of Pink" (Tomlab) 
09 - Belle & Sebastian: "Dear Catastrophe Waitress" (Rough Trade) 
10 - the Soft Pink Truth: "Do You Party?" (Soundslike) 
11 - Iron & Wine: "The Creek Drank The Cradle" (Sub Pop) 
12 - the Mars Volta: "De-Loused In The Comatorium" (GSL) 
13 - Villalobos: "Alcachofa" (Playhouse) 
14 - Prefuse 73: "One Word Extinguisher" (Warp) 
15 - Black Dice: "Beaches & Canyons" (Fat Cat) 
16 - Wire: "Send" (Pinkflag) 
17 - Sufjan Stevens: "Michigan" (Asthmatic Kitty / Sounds Familyre) 
18 - Rhythm & Sound with the Artists: "Burial Mix" (BCP) 
19 - the Fiery Furnaces: "Gallowsbird's Bark" (Rough Trade) 
20 - Missy Elliott: "This Is Not A Test!" (Elektra). 
 
There were lots of great Belgian records too (hello Eavesdropper + Waterman, Mauro Antonio 
Pawlowski, de Portables, Stijn, Styrofoam !), but they were all made by friends and 
acquaintances, and therefore I'd rather not rank them. 
 
* Top 10 singles: 
01 - the Rapture: "House Of Jealous Lovers" + "Sister Saviour" (DFA) 
02 - Dizzy Rascal: "I Luv U" (XL) 
03 - the Postal Service: "Such Great Heights" (Sub Pop) 
04 - Beyoncé: "Crazy In Love" (Columbia) 
05 - !!!: "Me And Giuliani Down By The School Yard" (Warp) 
06 - 50 Cent: "In Da Club" (Interscope) 
07 - Tes: "New New York" (Lex) 
08 - Missy Elliott: "Pass That Dutch" (Elektra) 
09 - Enon: "Starcastic" (Touch and Go) 
10 - Justin Timberlake: "Dance With Me" (Jive). 
 
* Top 3 re-issues: 
01 - "Gamelan Semar Pegulingan: Gamelan Of The Love God" (Nonesuch, Explorer series) 
02 - Japan: "Gentlemen Take Polaroids" + "Tin Drum" + "Oil On Canvas" (Virgin) 
03 - Linda Perhacs: "Parallelograms" (Wild Places). 
 
* Fave concerts (in no particular order): 
- Low (De Nachten, Antwerp, Belgium) 
- Devendra Banhart (AB, Brussels, Belgium) 
- Black Dice (Zaal België, Hasselt, Belgium) 
- Matthew Herbert Big Band (Sonar, Barcelona, Spain) 
- Apparat Organ Quartet (Pukkelpop Festival, Belgium) 
- Radian (Pukkelpop Festival, Belgium) 
- Wire (Pukkelpop Festival, Belgium) 
- the Rapture (Pukkelpop Festival, Belgium) 
- David Sylvian (Koninklijk Circus, Brussels, Belgium). 
 
* Best (= most often played) song: Barbara Morgenstern: "Aus Heiterem Himmel" on "Nichts 
Muss" cd (Monika). 
 
* 2003 was a great year for metal and noise for people who don't necessarily like metal and 
noise, a good year for punk-funk (old & new alike), rootsy singer-songwriter pop & quirky 
hook-laden pop, a so-so year for hip-hop / hip-pop / r&b singles, a boring year for 
electronica and a very sad year for Elliott Smith fans. 
 
 



[3] (kf) 
 
* Records - top 10: 
- Johnny Cash: "American IV - The Man Comes Around" cd (American) 
- the Mars Volta: "De-loused In The Comatorium" 2lp (GSL) + "Inertiatic ESP" 10" (GSL) 
- v/a: "Painted Black" cd (Tumult)  
- Lightning Bolt: "Wonderful Rainbow" lp (Load) 
- de Portables: "Girls Beware!" cd (Kraak) + "Tour Only" cd (Portlabel) 
- Scout Niblett: "I Am" cd + "I Conjure Series" 10" (Too Pure) 
- Yo la Tengo: "Summer Sun" 2lp + "Today Is The Day" 12" (Matador) 
- Robert Wyatt: "Cuckooland" cd (Hannibal) 
- Him: "Many In High Places Are Not Well" cd (Fat Cat)  
- Dilute: "Grape Blueprints Pour Spinach Olive Grape" cd (54°40' Or Fight!) 
Other: 
- Franco Saint de Bakker: "Blue Minor" cd (Heaven Hotel). 
- Thrones: "Sperm Whale & White Rabbit Ep's" cd (Solid Gold)  
- the Chinese Stars: "Turbo Matress" cd (Skingraft) 
- Enon: "Hocus Pocus" cd (Touch and Go) 
- Broadcast: "Haha Sound" cd (Warp) 
- Emery Reel: "... For And Acted Upon Through Diversions" cd (First Flight) 
- the Silver Mt Zion Memorial Orchestra & Tra-La-La Band with Choir: "This Is Our Punk-Rock" 
cd (Constellation) 
- Abilene: "Two Guns, Twin Arrows"(54°40' Or Fight!)  
- the Blood Brothers: "... Burn, Piano Island, Burn" cd (Artist Direct) 
- Autistik Youth: demo cd (Heaven Hotel) 
- Tan as Fuck: "(Sars)chasm" mcd (Audiobot)  
- Mauro Antonio Pawlowski: "Secret Guitar" lp (Robo) 
- v/a: "Turning Dreams & Shifting Harbours" cd (Kraak & Beau Rivage) 
- Mainliner: "Mellow Out" 12" (Riot Season) 
- Acid Mothers Temple & the Melting Paraiso UFO: "St. Captain Freak Out And The Magic Bamboo 
Request" cd (Ektro). 
 
* Singles: 
- Johnny Cash: "Hurt" scd (American) 
- de Portabells: "Bij.art.mp3" 7" (Use-it) 
- Jackstone: "Don't Stop" 12" (Proptronix)  
- Liars: "Fins To Make No More Fish - Like" 10" (Blast First) 
- Daniel Johnston: "Fish" 7" (Sketchbook). 
 
* Dvd's: 
- Lightning Bolt: "Power Of Salad" dvd (Load) 
- v/a: "Gravity Video 2" dvd+cd (Gravity). 
 
* Reissued stuff: 
- Furry Lewis: "Good Morning Judge" cd (Fat Possum) 
- Captain Beefheart & his Magic Bands: "Railroadism - Live In The USA 72-81" (Viper) 
- Japan: "Gentlemen Take Polaroids" + "Tin Drum" + "Oil On Canvas" (Virgin) 
- the La's: "Lost La's 1986-1987 - Callin' All" cd (Viper) 
- Swell: "Bastards, Rarities 1989-1994" cd (Badman) 
- Papas Fritas: "Pop Has Freed Us" cd+dvd (62TV) 
- the Locust: "Flight Of The Wounded Locust 4 PC Puzzle" 4x7" (Erika) 
- Bad Brains: "Banned In DC" cd (Caroline) 
- Sun City Girls: "God Is My Solar System / Superpower" 2lp (Eclipse) 
- Charalambides: "Unknown Spin" cd (Kranky) 
- Jackie Mittoo: "Champion In The Arena" cd (Blood and Fire) 
- v/a: "Top Deck Ska" 8x7" box (Warner) 
- v/a: "Biet Het 4" cd (Waterpipe) 
- v/a: "The Ultimate 50's And 60's Rockin' Horror Disc - Blood Curdling Rock'n'Roll" (Viper) 
- v/a: "Papa Ain't No Santa Claus, Mama Ain't No Christmas Tree" (Viper) 
- v/a: "Super Bad Super Black Can Y'all Dig That?" 2lp (XXX Black) 
On Trojan: 
- Lee Perry: "Disco Devil" 12" 
- v/a: "Funky Kingston" cd 
- v/a: Duke Reid: "The Trojan - Nuclear Weapon" cd 
- v/a: "Northern Soul" 3cd box 
- v/a: "Work Your Soul" 2cd 
- v/a: "Dancehall '69" 2cd 
On Soul Jazz: 
- Jackie Mittoo & the Soul Brothers: "Last Train to Skaville" 2lp  
- v/a: "Miami Sound" 2lp 



- v/a: "Joe Gibbs Productions" 2lp 
- v/a: "Impact" 2lp. 
 
* Most overwhelming live experiences: 
- Thrones, 2003-04-02, Lintfabriek 
- Radian, 2003-08-28, Pukkelpop 
- Monguito & Bohrbug 2003-11-29, Park Damplein (Antwerp) 
Other: 
- Mastodon, 2003-23-01 Lintfabriek 
- Low + Orange Black, 2003-02-01, De Nachten 
- Soledad Bros, 2003-04-08, Lintfabriek 
- the Mars Volta, 2003-04-12, AB 
- Pulseprogramming, 2003-04-26, Zaal België 
- Pan Sonic, 2003-04-27, Hof ter Lo 
- Black Dice + Fennesz + Dave Grubbs, 2003-05-01, Zaal België 
- the Solar Flares, 2003-23-05, Lintfabriek 
- Sugarmen 3 + Lee Fields, 2003-05-29, Cactus Club + 2003-06-01, Sojo 
- King Crimson, 2003-07-11, Dour 
- the Black Heart Procession, 2003-07-12, Rock Herk 
- the Cherry Valence + Nine Pound Hammer, 2003-07-13, Sjock 
- Erase Errata, 2003-10-20, Botanique 
- the Chinese Stars, 2003-10-18, Lintfabriek 
- Him, 2003-11-08, Lintfabriek 
- Alton Ellis feat. Rude Rich & the High Notes, 2003-11-11, Hof ter Lo 
- de Portables, 2003-11-14, Nijdrop  
- Unsane, 2003-12-12, Lintfabriek. 
 
* Fave mags: "Rotkop" + "Ultra Eczema". 
 
* Bye bye farewell: Johnny, Elliott, Nina, Barry. 
 
 
---------- 
[INTERVIEWS] 
 
The Cramps returned to the spotlight this Spring with the "Fiends Of Dope Island" album on 
their own Vengeance label, and with a live tour that rocked the bones of quite a few crowds. 
UK mag Mojo dedicated a couple of very interesting pages to the legendary Lux Interior & 
Poison Ivy duo, and there's quite a few fansites on the internet, but there's always more to 
be learned. And so we're very grateful that Mr. Lux and Miss Ivy found the time to take off 
their sunglasses for a brief look at their pc screen. Questions by (pv), answers received 
via e-mail on November 6th, 2003 (thank you Romy). 
 
- U: What is the essence of rock 'n' roll to you? 
+ Lux: Sex & violence. 
- U: What is your opinion on loop-based music? 
+ Lux: I liked to get looped & freebased when I listen to music. 
+ Ivy: I like it if it's loopy. 
- U: What was it like to record with Alex Chilton? 
+ Ivy: Well, we lived to tell it. He is fun. 
+ Lux: We kept having to wake him up all the time because he was too stoned to stay awake. 
- U: Do you enjoy recording or do you prefer playing live? 
+ Ivy: We love both equally, they're two different experiences, they're both magical. 
Recording lasts forever, a 1000 years from today somebody can hear that record & we will 
come back to life. But live it's instant spirit of the moment. 
+ Lux: We prefer doing whatever we're doing at the time we're doing it, but when you're 
recording you don't have as many weird people staring at you, that's kinda fun too. 
- U: Who's a 'musical deviant' in your book? 
+ Ivy : Melvin Rockbottom. 
+ Lux: Sonny Fisher, Andy Starr. 
- U: Apart from the music you tend to cover, are there other musical genres you listen to a 
lot? 
+ Lux & Ivy: We listen to a variety of genres, we listen to 'easy listening' - it helps us 
calming down after all the excitement. Bachelor's pad exotica, vocal groups like the Ravens, 
the Flamingos, doo-wop, we have at least 10 cd's of early Hawaiian music, crazy '40ies 
slack-key guitar, some classical music, piano player Glenn Gould. 
- U: What is your favourite contemporary band? Why? 
+ XY: I wish Dexter Romwebber was a band, because he's enchanted. 
- U: Might we ask you for a few words about the Presley family? 
+ Lux: I'm very angry that somehow they let Michael Jackson control part of Elvis Presley's 



rights, and that he's on television like a little fat cartoon in America selling cheese or 
muffins or some crap like that, they let his heroics deteriorate to that degree. 
+ Ivy: Lisa Marie, she's got those eyes, that look, she doesn't have the voice nor the 
coordination and I almost feel like I have a mission, I'd love to see her laugh, I just 
wonder if anything amuses her. But the poor thing had such a trauma, her father dying while 
she was there & saw it happen, I wonder if that's why she seems humorless. What's the other 
family? Those adopted stepbrothers? The dad married that woman, they were like speedfreaks 
but now they're born again christians. I think Elvis would roll in his grave if he knew that 
Priscilla was on some tv show, I think it might have been one of those modern "Twilight 
Zone" remakes but she said 'FUCK' on the show as an actress, it was in her dialog, I think 
he would have been uncomfortable with that, I don't think he would have approved. 
- U: Might we ask you for a few words about Chuck Berry? 
+ Lux: That porno film of his with some blond girl was one of his most demanding roles, he's 
pissing on her & asking her to smell his farts & stuff like that. I also like him where he's 
playing steel guitar in that movie that Keith Richards made about him. 
+ Ivy: In the end he's playing steel guitar, I think he's playing "Cottage for sale", it's 
beautiful. 
+ Lux: It's also interesting that he put a camera in a toilet to take pictures of girls, 
he's a crazy guy... 
- U: Might we ask you for a few words about Jerry Lee Lewis? 
+ Lux: We met Jerry Lee Lewis in a parking lot when we were recording one of our albums 
("Stay Sick") and he called me killer; I stood in front of our bumper sticker that says 
'honk if you love Elvis' 'cause I thought he would punch me if he saw that. 
+ Ivy: Yes because he thought he was the only true king. We know a couple of different 
journalist who met Jerry Lee Lewis; one of them said about 6 or 7 years ago 'Oh Jerry Lee 
Lewis, he's not long for the world', he said it like he was at Death's door. 
+ Lux: He's at Death's door but he's in bed with two prostitutes every night. 
- U: Might we ask you for a few words about Little Richard? 
+ Ivy: Fabulous! He's still playing, I think he had botox, I'n not sure but when we saw him 
& nothing on his face moved, he almost looks like he had been embalmed. He didn't make an 
expression, this is a guy who is usually very expressive, looked like his face was frozen, 
but he still was very pretty. 
+ Lux: Awompbompaloobombaloopbamboom, baby! Lovely make-up! He's an absolutely wonderful 
person, that's all you need to say, really. 
- U: Might we ask you for a few words about Charlie Feathers? 
+ Lux: He's supposed to have invented the rockabilly hick-up, he's made a lot of great 
recordings that are just astounding, contributed a lot to r'n'r but will probably never be 
inducted into the R'n'R Hall of Fame... But as long as they got groups like the Bee Gees & 
stuff like that, they need to be put in there first... 
+ Ivy: I hear it in Lux's voice, Lux doesn't sound like Charlie Feathers but I hear the 
influences, I don't know if Lux is aware of it or not though. 
- U: Might we ask you for a few words about Sandy Nelson? 
+ Lux: We saw Sandy Nelson a few years ago, maybe it was 10 years ago, he was really great. 
He always has great records. His records are drum records but the guitar is always really 
amazing on his records. 
+ Ivy: I don't know if many people know that but he's a one-legged drummer. 
- U: Might we ask you for a few words about James Brown? 
+ Ivy: I love James Brown. 
+ Lux: Wild crazy guy! 
- U: Might we ask you for a few words about Jimmy Rodgers? 
+ Lux: Which one? 
+ Ivy: The "Mule skinner blues", I don't think the "Honey comb" one. 
+ Lux: I hope so! 
+ Ivy: Our sound guy looks like Jimmy Rodgers. 
+ Lux: He even has the same kinda engineer's cap! 
+ Ivy: We covered "Mule skinner blues" which was written by Jimmy Rodgers. He had a very 
brief life. 
+ Lux: He answers the question when people say that white people can't sing the blues, what 
about Jimmy Rodgers? Or what about Emmet Miller? These were people that sang the blues & 
that were great! 
- U: And how about Hank Williams and Johnny Cash? 
+ Lux & Ivy: To start with they each deserve a sentence on their own! 
+ Ivy: Unfortunately they're both dead now as Johnny Cash has passed away a couple of days 
ago. 
+ Lux: But there is now Hank Williams III which sounds exactly like Hank Williams & is an 
amazing performer which everybody is ignoring these days because there is no big record 
company shoving him down their face; they'd rather be talking about some dippy-ass band 
that's popular today who is talentless & worthless. Johnny Cash just died and our bassplayer 
Chopper has a big 8" by 6" tattoo of him giving the finger on his stomach. 
- U: Which artists who're very seminal in your book might we have forgotten? 



+ Ivy: Ike Turner is a big influence on my guitar playing, he's just not known for that, 
unfortunately famous for slapping Tina and he actually produced most of the early great 
r'n'r. 
+ Lux: The first great r'n'r song "Rocket 88". 
+ Ivy: His guitar style is great, if I had to name five guitar players on one hand that 
influenced me, he would be one of them. Sonny Fisher, Andy Starr who are rockabilly singers 
have influenced us with their attitude & style. 
- U: Which record or band has influenced you the most? 
+ Lux: "Surfin' bird" by the Trashmen. "Let There Be Drums" by Sandy Nelson. 
+ Ivy: "Rumble" by Link Wray, several Duane Eddie records. 
- U: Which is your favourite record to fall asleep with? 
+ Lux & Ivy : The Fleetwoods. 
- U: Which is a brilliant record to wake up to on an active, sunny morning? 
+ Ivy: I like mambo music 'cause I think I'm manic depressive & I kinda like keeps me doing 
things if I listen to it. That's active & sunny! 
+ Lux: Yeah, and I like watch you mambo around the house. 
- U: Which is a brilliant record to wake up to on a hazy Sunday afternoon? 
+ Ivy: Maybe a Lonnie Johnson blues record. He's a blues guitarist with a real sweet voice. 
- U: Suppose you've got 800 km of road ahead and you're going to be stuck with only one cd 
or tape in the car... which one had it better be? 
+ Lux & Ivy: The Sonics "Boom". 
- U: What are other instances of superior driving music? 
+ Lux & Ivy: A compilation tape made of the Flamin' Groovies most driving music and the 
Shadows Of Knight. 
- U: Suppose the same thing happens to you on a desert island: which album would you want to 
study forever? 
+ Ivy: We don't study  music, we just shake our butts to it. There would be a single that 
I'd want on a desert island, "Mama Oo Mow Mow" by the Rivingtons; 'He finally found himself 
a woman who could understand', that's the main lyric of it. 
- U: Which one comes as a close second? 
+ Lux: "Papa Oo Mow Mow" by the Rivingtons. 
- U: And which movie (dvd or video - never mind) please? 
+ Lux: "Five Dolls For An August Moon". 
- U: The horror, the horror: what if it'd be the other way around... which album would be 
unbearable to be stuck with? 
+ Lux: Almost anything you hear on the radio today. 
 
 
Donna Summer II (see U0310+U0308 for an introduction) makes breakcore from hell at the tempo 
of a g-spot tornado, chopping up everything from from prog to disco - from ELO to EWF and 
back - along the way. Or does he? At his Pukkelpop gig (2003-08-28), he looked more like 
that Microsoft CEO shouting "I love this company", and yet it perspires that he goes to 
museums. Hell, he even avows to having been, like, sérious a couple of years ago! Hey who is 
this Jason Forrest cockrockin' crazy party guy dude anyway? Questions by (pv), answers 
received 2003-09-03. 
 
- U: What were you doing before you took the DS pseudonym? 
+ DS: I was a visual artist making primarily photography, video and sculpture. I also worked 
as an art critic, but that didn't go very well in the end. 
- U: How did you evolve into making this kind of breakcore music? 
+ DS: Well, I guess I would say that I evolved out of doing video art and into making music. 
I had been really interested in breakcore/hardcore for a while, but have also been into 
other things as well. When I finally became good enough at making the beats, I would 
naturally start to inject it with all sorts of other ideas, like rock and disco and electro-
acoustics. 
- U: Did Giorgio Moroder have anything to do with your taste for electronic music, or was 
the sampler more important? 
+ DS: Probably my main influence is Public Enemy, so maybe you call it the act of sampling 
then. I absolutely love all the early Moroder stuff, though, that's one of the reasons I 
chose the name Donna Summer. 
- U: What is your set-up, please? Are there any pieces of equipment you're longing to have, 
or are sad you no longer have? Why is that? 
+ DS: Right now I long to have a laptop that really works! HA! I don't have any equipment at 
all. All I have is a standard Mac desktop, and a broken Mac laptop. I don't really think 
that gear is very important at all. I'd rather make good music than collect equipment. 
- U: Some people might say your music is typical for its time, if only for its information 
overload. Are you trying to express something about the time that you're alive in, or is 
that not really an issue?  
+ DS: Yeah, I think that the general insanity is there in our lives, but I guess if I had an 
agenda to promote, it's ultimately one of diversity. I guess the real kick for me is to make 



my music about being open to all sorts of different music and concepts, and ultimately those 
ideas translate into people being diverse and openminded to the sheer quantity of 
information available to them. 
- U: For instance, is your music more about energy or angriness? A lust for what? 
+ DS: I'm not very angry at all. I think that music that is fast and energetic is often read 
as being angry, but I think it's just about being fun and energetic! I want fun, and 
excitement, and I want to give that to listeners as well! I want life! 
- U: How important is political thought to you? 
+ DS: Not very. 
- U: You've told Ed Fils you've been strongly influenced by the photographer Andreas 
Gursky... Might it be that you have a fascination for minute detail? 
+ DS: Yes totally. I'm obsessed with it actually. Gursky rules! 
- U: Which are your favorite Gursky pictures? 
+ DS: So many of them... Gosh, there's one picture of a skiing race, and really it's this 
picture of this massive mountain, then you see this line of tiny little skiers stretching 
back into the distance to infinity. I also really like the picture of the 99 cent store in 
Los Angeles. Oh and the portrait of all the athletic shoes is fantastic as well. I almost 
cried when I saw it for the first time. 
- U: Just like Akufen, you make use of microsamples - very short soundbits which still have 
a high expression value (just like that intro of Flanger's "Music to begin with"). 
+ DS: Well the term micro-samples is just a trendy way of saying that he cuts his samples 
up. He samples just like anyone else really. If anything I think he's not really being very 
partial to what he samples, it seems like just about anything would do for him. I guess I 
want my use of sampling to be more directed and focused to try to make something 'new' with 
them. 
- U: You've also named Glen Brown, Haim Steinbach, Jeff Koons, Ashley Bickerton and Jeff 
Wall. Would you care to comment those artists in a few lines, please, stating what they mean 
to you and what your favorite work by them is? 
+ DS: Well I think they ultimately make work based on various notions of appropriation. They 
have each been doing works whose major subject is the art of organizing and reevaluating our 
multifaceted cultural experience. Everything from art history to personal taste is subject 
to consideration. Of them all, the paintings of Glen Brown were probably the most 
inspirational. His work is only really made up of re-painted versions of other people's 
works. But along the way he will make these alterations, many times that will be quite 
unusual and esoteric. It really began me thinking about the issues of association and 
context and how that might apply to music. Haim Steinbach sort of continues the thread 
because his work is largely about comparing two or three things to yield this sort of 
intangible other based on their sum. Jeff Koons and Ashley Bickerton are just fucking genius 
at selecting ideas and images from pop culture to illustrate these complex issues that are 
both strange and hyper personal. Jeff Wall is probably the theorist of the group. I imagine 
him thinking way too much about everything - his artwork, his history, art history, 
everything really – but he's ultimately got this gift at pulling it all back together to 
make these fascinating and loaded images.  
- U: Wasn't Tex Avery important too, by any chance? Which 'hidden' mainstream influences do 
you reckon were important in the forming of your character? 
+ DS: No, Tex Avery hasn't been particularly influential at all. Maybe you are just seeing 
the humor in my work? I definitely like absurd humor and think it's really important to have 
it in the work. 
- U: Are you very systematic at developing your taste, or do you allow things to happen more 
haphazardly? For instance, do you regularly go to libraries or search the internet? 
+ DS: Humm... Good question. Not sure really, I guess I'm open to chance things happening, 
but then I try to dig up info on them and can get quite obsessed... Stevie Wonder is a good 
example. I bought this album of his "The Secret Life Of Plants" for a dollar a few months 
ago, and have been listening to it obsessively. I then went and read all these internet 
articles and opinions on it, etc. etc. 
- U: Among a lot of people today, there seems to be this incredible hunger to  
widen one's horizons and discover all kinds of artists in all kinds of genres  
and disciplines. Why might that be, do you reckon? 
+ DS: Because it's a great time to be alive and to share that with other people. 
- U: Where did you grow up, please, and where do you live now? Still in NYC? 
+ DS: I grew up in South Carolina, and lived in Atlanta (also a southern city) until about 3 
years ago, when my wife and I moved to NYC. 
- U: Apparently, you have been studying art or have been a visual artist before moving into 
the field of music? 
+ DS: Yes. I was VERY serious. Was represented by a gallery, have shown in a few museums, 
etc. There's a website for my art. [See our list of links below - ed.] It's been a while 
since I updated it, but then again, I haven't really made too many other pieces since then. 
- U: Do you still have time for your love for other arts beyond music? 
+ DS: Totally. 
- U: You equally run a radio show on WFMU; do you do that on your own? Do you get a lot of 



response? What's the big buzz in doing that please? Mixing or broadcasting, or...? 
+ DS: The response to the show has been tremendous! It's streamed live via internet, and is 
also archived on the radio's website. [See our list of links below - ed.] So I have been 
fortunately enough to build up this fairly massive listenership... Lots and lots of people 
e-mail me either live on the show or afterward; you should too! 
- U: Apparently, you're quite into progressive rock of the seventies too? (That's just like 
NYC-immigrant artist Vincent Gallo, incidentally. Did you see his "Buffalo 66"?) What's the 
beauty of that music to you, please? Some sort of freedom, or an epic fantasy, or...? The 
technicality of the playing, the complexity of the compositions, the classical influence in 
the music, the mythological aspects of some of its compositions' lyrics, the way it breathes 
a Zeitgeist, the way it can be preposterously bombastic, and hence very funny, or...? 
+ DS: Yes all those things really. But maybe the one thing that gets me the most about prog 
music, and the reason why it's been so massively influential to me, is because so many of 
those artists were really pushing the limits of song structure. That's why many of my songs 
have lots of little parts that hopefully add up to this bigger unit. 
- U: How big a part does the psychedelic aspect play? Are you into psychedelic experiences 
at all? Which might be your favorite ones? 
+ DS: I'm not into drugs at all. I simply just missed out on that phase of my life and now 
am just too old to start. But yes, the psychedelic aspects of music are really important to 
me, especially now. I've been working and thinking about psychedelia a lot recently and have 
been trying to make songs that have something in common with, say, Jefferson Airplane. We'll 
see in a few months if people think I've accomplished something or not! HA! 
- U: For a lot of people, progressive rock is very uncool. Do you think that's going to 
change? For instance in electro & breakcore circles? 
+ DS: Well, I think that music fans like prog rock a lot. But the fact is bands like Yes are 
still massively uncool. I hope to change that. I hope to help people to open up to that 
option. If they choose not to, that's okay as well, but at least I tried. 
- U: Which progressive artists would you gladly try to sell to today's unknowing hipster, 
and why? 
+ DS: Amon Düül, Yes, Mahavishnu Orchestra, etc. Because they all fucking rule - are great 
musicians - made great songs. 
- U: Which record or band has influenced you the most? 
+ DS: Public Enemy, His Name is Alive, Yes, Squarepusher.  
- U: Which is your favorite record to fall asleep with? 
+ DS: ?? 
- U: Which is a brilliant record to wake up to on an active, sunny morning? 
+ DS: Something light like Supertramp, or ELO, or maybe some old ragtime stuff like Count 
Basie. 
- U: Which is a brilliant record to wake up to on a hazy Sunday afternoon? 
+ DS: My Bloody Valentine. 
- U: Suppose you've got 800 km of road ahead and you're going to be stuck with only one cd 
or tape in the car... which one had it better be? 
+ DS: Maybe This Mortal Coil? Maybe this UK band called Moonshake, maybe one of the late 
Swans records like "Soundtracks For The Blind". 
 - U: What are other instances of superior driving music? 
+ DS: Missy Elliot, Pink Floyd, Squarepusher, early Talking Heads, ELO...  
- U: Suppose the same thing happens to you on a desert island: which album would you want to 
study forever? 
+ DS: "The Wall"? "Fear Of A black Planet"?  [By Pink Floyd / Public Enemy - ed.]  
- U: Which one comes as a close second? 
+ DS: "Camofleur" by Gastr del Sol.  
- U: And which movie (dvd or video - never mind) please? 
+ DS: The Kubrick Collection... 
- U: The horror, the horror: what if it'd be the other way around... which album would be 
unbearable to be stuck with? 
+ DS: Nu metal. 
- U: Which other bands would be sheer terror to be forced to listen to? 
+ DS: Most people on MTV... 
 - U: Which record (or track) gave you the biggest kick ever? (Is it a 'play loud' track?) 
+ DS: Humm... Swans "Cop"? Early Meat Beat manifesto? PE? All big, big kicks... 
- U: What's the biggest laugh (i.e. the funniest thing) you've heard on record? 
+ DS: I'm really into this American guy form the '30-40's named Spike Jones. He made music 
with guns and dogs barking, and various noises, but also with a huge 'wacky' orchestra. 
Great stuff... [See also U9904 for a review of a Spike Jones box set - ed.]  
- U: What's the most important to you, music or laughter?  
+ DS: Both; maybe laughter in the end. 
- U: Whatever happened to all the fun in the world? 
+ DS: It's still there! 
- U: Hahaa! Now I see it! Thanks a zillion! 
+ DS: Thanks! - JF 



---------- 
[REVIEWS] 
 
LUOMO "The Present Lover" ****1/3 
cd/3.12" - 2003 - Forcetracks / BMG Ariola (FT-62 / 74321879372) - 75'09" 
 
Amazingly, "The Present Lover" has been largely ignored over the past few months. Unjustly 
so! Luomo's second album oozes quality all over; it should appeal strongly to anyone with a 
heart for soul, disco, r&b, house, techno or fusion jazz. As was to be expected from the 
"Disconize Me" 12" (2002), the album is extremely well produced, so much so even that at 
first listen it may sound overproduced and a bit slick. It may make you wonder how a 
'missing link' between "Vocalcity" and this album might have sounded. But after a while, one 
starts to like "The Present Lover" for what it is in its own right. After all, making classy 
smooth music is an art form that few artists truly master, and Luomo never ends up in the 
kitsch zone. 
* 
Luomo [aka minimal techno experimentalist and sound deconstructor Vladislav Delay aka 
Uusitalo, see also U0008+ U0104+U0107+U0123+ U0207+U0208+U0220+U0228+ U0311+U0314] most 
certainly hasn't betrayed the concept behind the music on his "Vocalcity" debut 
(Forcetracks, 2000). Once again he combines luxurious but clever club grooves with ace 
musicianship [check the jazzy neo-moog solo in the title track, which sounds like a present-
day Roy Ayers over an echo of Giorgio Moroder's best work] and a challenging dose of jazzy 
experimentalism [check "Cold lately" or opening track "Visitor"]. 'Whispered gasps and 
phrases repeat themselves over long stretches of minimal grooves and warm dubby effects, 
building intensity through subtle repetition. While disco house functioned by taking and 
manipulating samples of pop and disco, minimal house is generated out of itself. Luomo is 
doing the same as in minimal house, using the rhythms, loops and sounds in a techno or 
dublike manner, but he's bringing back funkiness, soul and the coquêtterie of disco into it. 
Based on endless small but recognisable variations, the tracks impress through rhythmical 
subtlety and cleverness, the speed of disco, the electronic flair and the dub touch. Luomo 
shows a new virtuosity in house music and gives minimal house a specific pop appeal, 
especially when he uses female vocals. The album capitalises on the energy generated on 
"Vocalcity" by mixing ethereal whispers and epic, infectuous grooves. The album harkens back 
to the early days of disco without ever wavering in its responsability to the future of deep 
house.' Well I can hardly put it any better than the anonymous author of this quote from the 
Forcetracks website... 
* 
What's more, Luomo steers clear of clichés, if only because of his highly refined lyrics and 
the fresh and newly naive ways in which they're sung or whispered. Essentially, Luomo makes 
sensuous vocal house of the post-minimal 4/4 kind, using the voices of Johanna Niemela, 
Antye Greie-Fuchs (check the new AGF album on Orthlorng Musork), Raz O'Hara and one 
Watkinson to make things sound more soulful. As you can read in our extensive interview with 
Luomo in [uzine 03.11], one of the reasons why Vladislav Delay started the Luomo project was 
because he wanted to investigate some of his personal troubles and love issues in general. 
And since he apparently tries to stick to the essence when he writes, as you can judge from 
the length of his answers, his lyrics are pretty short. Yet they're very poignant because of 
that. They may look a bit simplistic on paper but by the way they're sung, or rather 
enacted, they evoke the essentials of any monologue of someone who's in love but struggling 
with that feeling - at times even stuttering his thoughts - or of many a dialogue between 
two lovers. As such, Luomo's lyrics call to mind scenes from movies by Jean Eustache or Eric 
Rohmer, or even the memory manipulating seduction scenes from "L'Année Dernière À Marienbad" 
(Alain Resnais + Alain Robbe-Grillet). To me, that's no mean feat. Since the lyrics are 
often clumsily phrased (e.g. 'I try to to stand with you together') yet at the same time 
honestly sung, it makes for a uniquely direct poetic expression of the vulnerability of 
people voicing their love. Elsewhere, the combination of a cliché line such as 'Can you feel 
my body speaking?' with 'Can you hear somebody?' expresses a similarly recognisable 
concern... Love and communication are often conflicting issues, while love and uncertainty 
often go hand in hand. The way the vocal parts have been chopped up in the title track, for 
instance, enhances the feeling of confusion the (male) protagonist has about his longings: 
'I'm the present the true lover doubt that ever no nobody that's better would simply lie am 
I still there would you be mine most moments why did you turn like this - hunting for you'. 
Rarely has a love lyric sounded so desolate and yet so wonderfully direct. The epically 
confused dialogue in "What good" (with a divinely sung 'What good / is it to talk to you?') 
is just as enticing. Elsewhere, in "Visitor" and "Talk in danger", the monologues are more 
coherent, but just as true. And of course the lyrics to the new mix of "Tessio", which 
Matthias Schaffhäuser has rightly called 'a hymn for eternity', still stand as tall as those 
of the original version on "Vocalcity": 'I guess you turn me on / When you're gone / For me, 
it didn't go wrong / We just made another song / ... / It's just that the world ain't enough 
/ And it never was for the two of us / I guess you make me warm / When you do the harm / ... 
/ I'm trying to be all yours / Although I ain't answering your calls / Don't say it's false 



/ I'm only following my thoughts / ... / Baby it's okay / We'll make it better, baby / And I 
- I'll survive / ...' Even when it's over, love isn't entirely gone, and it's the sweet 
aching longing awareness of this paradox that has created many a classic soul song. Luomo's 
music, too, is from the soul for the soul - more so than many an R&B record. As such, the 
concept for Luomo's lush love-lost-and-found music is so strong that even a nearly 
overproduced version of it stands tall. So don't be too rash in judging "The Present Lover" 
but give it a thorough listen instead, and do try to learn what it's all about, for it is 
one of the albums of the year! (pv)  
 
 
STIJN "Ep #01" **** 
scd/12" - 2003-11-24 - Mijn Label / Labels / Virgin / EMI (ML/072455357229) - 20'59" 
 
Fonky! Or rather soulful! Or rather groovay! Or all at once! On the one hand playful beyond-
electroclaché-electropop that's as tight as any post-minimal house that could have been 
released on Playhouse. On the other hand sexyfunky à la Prince & Jamie Lidell, what with 
Stijn's voice being multitracked to great effect. And that's just the first track, "Sex 
junkie", which is also a firm staple of his live set. It's the opening track of this first 
'regular' release of Stijn's, apart from his self-pressed "Nummer 000 + Concert" debut 2cd 
(see U0204 for a reveiw) and official appearances on the v/a compilations "It's Fan-Dabi-
Dozi!" (V/vm Test), "Drunk" (free with "Rotkop" mag #5), "Domino 03" (AB, cf. U0307) and "13 
Belgtronic Standards" (Glamor Is Undead / Knobsounds, cf. U0316). On the cd version, the 
track lasts 3'24", but on the 12" version, it's featured in an extended 7'14" mix for total 
tantric yoni yunkie pleasure! Dancers will equally love "4/4", an inspired instrumental that 
oozes both class and wanton wistfulness, with the keyboards going kinky in a Giorgio Moroder 
goes "Travelogue" stylee over a beat that's as straight and dry as that of "A forest", with 
added afroid percussion elements.) "Rascousi" is another instrumental, but less erotic and 
more moody 'n filmic - which goes to show that Mr. Stijn is also into making movies. [Check 
Stijn's cameo's, by the way, in Tom 'dEUS' Barman's "Any Way The Wind Blows" movie, in the 
video to Axelle Red's new single "Toujours" and as the voice behind StuBru's "Angie" 
commercial... There's also rumours that Stijn & Dutch filmmaker Joke Liberge (whose "Jana" 
short has been screened on many an international festival) have been filming a 'making of' 
to Barman's highly enjoyable movie, to be released as an extra on the dvd, allegedly.] "Is 
it you" is just as moody, but adds detective soul singing and a rhythm box à la Shuggie Otis 
that's been given a superb sound of its own in the production process. Both tracks distantly 
remind of Dalek I, incidentally. Closing track "Wiezeddegij?" (see also U0307) combines the 
dry charm of hip and not-so-hip Antwerp slang with a soulful yearning that's as weirdly true 
and original as anything Stijn undertakes in his weekly comedy radio show with Dutch loon 
Evert-Jan... A single to be played over and over, just like those oldfashioned jukebox 45's! 
* 
Do check the *very* beautiful Mijn Label website listed below, by the way, if only for the 
free e-newsletter, 'cuz Stijn live is as original an experience as, say, Jamie Lidell or 
both Donna Summers. Secondly, see also [uzine 01.24] for an interview with Stijn and for a 
review of his debut album; we hope to do a long interview with this highly talented new 
artist soon, on the occasion of the release of his second album (due 2004-04)! (pv) 
 
 
DEUTSCH AMERIKANISCHE FREUNDSCHAFT (DAF) "Fünfzehn Neue DAF Lieder" **** 
cd - 2003 - Superstar / News (541416500984) - 70'45" 
 
"We have deliberately used analogue technology for the whole cd, we wanted to revive 'pure 
DAF'. Analogue technology has for me the same meaning as intensity and emotionality in 
sound." (Robert Görl) 
* 
Vorsprung durch Technik? Earlier this year (in U0303), we raved about DAF's new single "Der 
Sherrif". Somehow, its powerful irony and catchy rhythm formed the perfect soundtrack for 
the buildup to the Second Gulf War and the way the so-called 'coalition' chose to ignore 
some of the UN's essential principles. The full album which followed it, impressed us as 
much, right from the first notes. Immediately upon the first hearing, it sounds like the 
perfect followup for their classic "Alles Ist Gut" / "Gold Und Liebe" / "Für Immer" 
triptych. Those three ***** lp's from 1981-1982 still sound impressive today and somehow 
Robert Görl has found a way to get his original gear going again, or to emulate that 
prototypical EBM sound of theirs with his current setup, even without Conny Plank around. 
It's a sound which DAF nothing short of invented and which has influenced Front 242, Nitzer 
Ebb and many many other bands after them. "Der Präsident - Erste Welt Lied", for instance, 
sounds like a sequel to "Der Mussolini" - even if it isn't about 'der Berlusconi'... On the 
other hand, this comeback doesn't sound like a revival album either, even if only a small 
number of tracks sound more modern, e.g. "Du bewegst dich - Tanzlied". "Fünfzehn Neue 
Lieder" is a work of 'pop art' in its own right. Apart from Robert Görls's music, Gabi 
Delgado's lyrics, powerfully succinct as ever, also refer to DAF's earlier and quite unique 



aesthetic, cf. e.g. the lines to "Liebeszimmer - Hexenlied" or "Moschino, Heckler & Koch - 
Ganovenlied". Finally, the packaging, too, refers to their earlier sleeves, especially to 
"Alles Ist Gut", even if there is perhaps some irony involved this time around. But then 
again, the Görl-Delgado duo has long come of age, and what's more, how to present one's 
comeback is, of course, a very tricky affair. 
* 
"Alles ist käuflich - der Himmel, die Hölle, der Hass und die Liebe, die Wahrheit, die Lüge, 
die Häuser, die Möbel sind alles Betrug. Alles ist Lüge, die Wahrheit ist Lüge, die Lüge ist 
Freiheit" (from "Die Lüge - Wahrheitslied") 
* 
And yet... Some German press has not been as positive about this album as this return to 
form clearly deserves, even if a minor number of tracks (e.g. "Mira como se menea - 
Spanisches Lied") are indeed lesser. Perhaps, there is a growing fatigue with the ever 
expanding dimensions of the eighties revival, or a scepsis towards older artists making a 
comeback? Perhaps it's the way EBM has been annexed by the goth / new wave scene, causing 
DAF to be perceived by some journalists as a rather bland act, or as hardly to be taken any 
more seriously than Rammstein, rather than as the Dada-inspired Neue Welle pioneers they 
were? 
* 
Or perhaps, some of the lyrics are causing problems? One may indeed assume that lines such 
as "Ulrike Meinhof war für mich als Kind ein echter Superstar an meinem Heldenfirmament mit 
Valentina Tereschkova, Emma Peel und Raquel Welch" (from "Kinderzimmer - Heldenlied") could 
raise a lot of questions about Gabi Delgado's 'sérieux', especially in a Germany where irony 
is perhaps not as much of a tradition? Yet whatever the reality of this song's fiction, be 
they true childhood reminiscences or an ironic poseur's fictitious politics, be they 
offensive to the family of political victims or to a certain brand of ex-communists who 
don't like to see a former icon of theirs compared to showbiz characters, it is in any case 
a remarkable song. Whether it's merely a provocation to the minds of a few bourgeois 
adolescents in pretty much the same way as punk and the ensuing 'Deutsche Neue Welle' used 
to provoke in the late seventies - early eighties, or much more than that, or much less, the 
song is most of all part of the image of DAF - one fifteenth of their current image of 
'chansonniers' - and hence of the enjoyment of this record, just like Laibach's image helped 
you enjoy their art and the way it questioned their own particular nation, and via its 
political situation also the ideologies and political systems of yesterday and today. (Do 
see Michael Benson's insightful documentary "Predictions Of Fire" for more on the 
Laibach/NSK matter - cf. U0117.) To me, the Rammstein comparisons certainly don't hold as 
well, just like those eternal 'fascist' allegations don't hold up. Nor is this a quick 
'cash-in comeback'. To me, DAF are 'jenszeits', and that's an interesting place to be. 
* 
"We are not autistic - we are just convinced outsiders" (Gabi Delgado). 
* 
Whatever your fascinations or aversions, this new DAF album is an event, and it certainly 
deserves your undivided attention. The duo's aesthetic is quite unique in avantgarde/popular 
music and you owe it to yourself to spend a few thoughts on it, if only because it has been 
very influential the first time around. And while you do so, you might as well enjoy the 
music, oder? "Ein Algorithmus ist ein Ball, da drin gefangen eine Zahl; befrei die Zahl und 
spiel den Ball" (from "Algorithmus - Zahlenlied). Genau! (pv) 
 
 
MARCEL JANOVSKY "Liebe Auf Zeit" ***2/3 
12" - 2003 - Treibstoff (TREIBSTOFF-35) 
 
A one-sided 12" that's more to do with energy and intensity and early DAF discipline than 
with dancing, even though it's brutely rhythmic and bodyable. Industrial-sounding Lynchlike 
horrorhouse estrangement, quite vanguard, evolving into a bicycle pump perturbed by a 
pesticidesparying tractor, then into heavy Blechtrommel artillery with Plastikmanic acid. 
But not too cold either. Ideally "Liebe auf Zeit" is to be pitched to -4, otherwise it may 
sound too 'hooligan raver pig'... though something tells me Janovsky has made this record as 
a demonstration of the power of sound over mind, just like Passolini's "Salo" was meant to 
make you experience and feel what fascism does to you, somehow. This is by no means an 
extreme record, but, especially by today's standards, it's an atavistic experience. (pv)  
 
 
ANDREY KIRITCHENKO "Kniga Skazók" ***3/4 
cd - 2003 - Ad Noiseam (ADN-23) - 61'40" 
THE MOGLASS "Uhodyaschie Vdal' Telegrafnye Stolby Stanovyatsa Vsyo Men'she I Men'she 
[Telegraph Poles Are Getting Smaller And Smaller As The Distance Grows]" ***3/5 
cd - 2003 - Nexsound (NS-12) - 60'13" 
 
Classy new electronica by this Ukranian who combines original rhythms and pulses (which 



might remind you a bit of early Autechre / Higher Intelligence Agency electricity) with a 
spacey sense of estrangement which shuttles the old Soyoez straight to "Solaris"... It's an 
oldfashioned journey along familiar lines, but it's a pleasant one because there's so much 
cool details in the landscape... Mr. Kiritchenko, who has worked with Kim Cascone and 
Andreas Berthling, incidentally, has an original voice, and hence "Kniga Skazók" is a 
welcome breath of fresh air in a genre that's suffered heavily from the IDM overkill of the 
past years (see also U0304). There's no bedroom would-be-artist's knobtwiddling here. More 
nervous than EU, and less nostalgic, but just as sensuous. (pv) 
* 
Discovery! Psychedelic-experimental! Echoes of Floyd, Dome, Heldon, Fripp and Krautrock! 
Track #2 sounds very lysergic, like a saucered Pink Floyd lost in the visuals of the 'bad 
trip party scene' of "Un Beau Monstre". Track #3 is the highlight of this cd: it's a true 
'Dome' opus, rhythmically, albeit with a guitar which plays some traditional-folky elements. 
Other tracks are similar but more in experimental psychedelic directions or more droney, 
e.g. track #5, which may take a bit too long for some. Track #4 gets lost in soundtrack 
horrorama a bit but has nice Frippertronics-ish moments. I suppose this cd gets recommended 
to fans of GYBE / Silver Mount Zion and the like, but to me, this Ukranian act is a lot more 
interesting, at least on record. According to the band, the album "deals with space, motion 
and transformation; rail; Paul Bowles books." To me, this cd is less of interest to 
trainspotters than to anyone with an adventurous ear, including those of you into post-
industrial psychedelia or into obscure seventies psychedelia, ranging from Dashiell Hedayat 
to the Organisation... Or into Otar Ioseliani or Sergei Parajanov, obviously. Do hurry if 
you want to get hold of this limited 500-copies-only release. (pv) 
 
 
PLURAMON "Dreams Top Rock" ***2/3 
cd/lp - 2003 - Karaoke Kalk (KARAOKEKALKCD-23 / KARAOKEKALK-32) - 39'25" 
 
Not just another shoegazerpop and eerie post-wave record à la Slowdive and the like. But 
also a record that has a bit of a 'psychedelic library music' touch to it à la Air, as is 
evident on "Difference machine" and "Log". Shoegazerwise, "Dreams Top Rock" is one of the 
better records in a genre that is seeing a bit of a revival via German & American labels and 
acts, some ten years after the original sound was moulded on Creation in the UK. And indeed, 
most of the mannerisms are in place, though gently so - as the feel is less 'wall of sound' 
and more 'late night moodiness', complete with sweet near-gothic waifsinging (Julee Cruise 
is guesting). The whole of the album is nice, but because of their jazzy feel, "Flageolea" 
and "Difference machine" are my favourite tracks. "Hello shadow" (featuring Felix Kubin) and 
"Have you seen Jill" are excellent too, as is the aforementioned "Log". The hidden track 
after "Log" (on the cd) repeats the opener "004", which is just a minor ditty. (pv)  
 
 
CHARALAMBIDES "Unknown Spin" **** 
cd – 2003 - Kranky (KRANK-061) - '" 
GROWING "The Sky's Run Into The Sea" *** 
cd - 2003 – Kranky (KRANK-060) - '" 
 
Beautiful reissue of the 2002 "Unknown Spin" record by this Houston band (the original 
pressing was limited to 300 cdr's). The mix of minimalistic, improvising, droning electric 
guitars and the female voice is of the spine-chilling and intriguing kind. Essential for all 
of you drone-heads. Check out Growing's record on the same label as well. (kf) 
 
 
IRON & WINE "The Sea & The Rhythm" ****1/2 
mcd - 2003 - Sub Pop (SPCD-619) - 21'21" 
 
Utterly brilliant! Sam Beam from Miami makes intimate music that's as beautiful and pure as 
Neil Young's or Nick Drake's, or Gram Parson's, or Palace's. When you hear it, you instantly 
recognise it as something you've been hearing in your mind all along. And you know no-one 
has brought it like this before, no not yet. And he writes touching lyrics too - to me, 
they're as grandly restrained as Carver's, but more poetically so... High praise? Well, I'm 
sure this man will become a new American classic, or a minor cult at least. An awful lot of 
Americana music deals in clichés, and so does an equally disgusting amount of lo-fi music, 
but this is the genuine product. Do check his "The Creek Drank The Cradle" album as well 
(cf. U0308). (pv) 
 
 
THE FREE DESIGN "Kites Are Fun - Make The Madness Stop, Never Tall The World And 9 Others - 
Seminal Soft Psych 1967 Debut Masterpiece From Enoch Light's Project 3 Label À La The Beach 
Boys & The Association, Influencing Many Of Today's Artists Such As Beck, Peanut Butter 
Wolf, And Stereolab - First Time Available In U.S. - 24-Bit Remastered - 16 Page Color 



Booklet - Bonus Tracks - New Liner Notes By Cornelius & Michael White" **** 
cd/lp - 2003 - Light in the Attic (LITA-004) - 42'21" 
 
The sunshine pop revival isn't over yet! (See also U0315 and elsewhere.) And the newly 
started Light in the Attic label from Seattle have just delivered an important contribution 
by reissuing one of the protagonist bands in the genre, viz. the Free Design. If ever the 
soft pop genre was soft and poppy, then "Kites Are Fun" is the album on which that 
'happened'. "Kites are fun" is one of their most beautiful songs, and it totally sums up the 
genre: beautiful mellow music, and happy harmony singing. At first listen, the Free Design's 
music may not be as impressive as some of the best Association or Mamas & Papas or even 
Zombies productions, but their arrangements are just as rich and inventive, if only because 
Enoch Light recognised their talents and let them produce theirselves rather than have them 
become a vehicle for all kinds of studio wizards. (All of this came about on the mere 
evidence of a two-song demo and their reputation as a fine folk trio in New York's Greenwich 
Village scene, incidentally!) Moreover, if you're a fan of harmony singing, you'll love 
Sandy Dedrick's singing and that of her brothers - just like Cornelius did, by the way. As 
Keigo 'Cornelius' Oyamada writes in the booklet, "there's something special about the voices 
of 'brothers' or blood related people - people including the Carpenters and Beach Boys; 
there's that 'special something' about their voices". It's most true, and the classic 
arrangements for their vocal harmonies on this album are among the finest you'll find in 
pop's history. And yet, the album didn't sell very well, 'as the records were mainly left 
lingering in warehouses while potential customers walked out of record stores empty-handed. 
Offering a decisive example of the comparative innocence of the music industry at the time, 
Dedrick recalls that Project 3 was, in fact, owned by the Singer sewing machine company, so 
"you could actually buy our album more likely in a Singer sewing machine store than you 
could in the record shop across the mall"' (quoted from Michael White's excellent liner 
notes). 
* 
Apart from the title track, "The proper ornaments" (both tracks are present on the cd in the 
lp and single mixes), "My brother Woody" and "Don't turn away" are other highlights on this 
album, while their cover versions of "59th Street Bridge song" (Simon & Garfunkel), 
"Michelle" (Beatles) and "A man and a woman" (off Francis Lai's world-famous soundtrack 
score for Claude Lelouch's "Un Homme Et Une Femme" movie) are fresh and original as well. 
"The proper ornaments" deserves your special attention for its lyrics too, as an article 
from the New York Times (1972-11-05) by Alec Wilder indicates. In praising the song, Wilder 
quotes writer James T. Maher, who said that 'it is unlikely that any song ever written in 
this country has ever touched with such directness upon the corroding hypocrisy of the 
materialistic life'. So don't go thinking that the Free Design were just another softish 
bunch of nerds out to make it big in the music biz, okay? None of their eight albums 
actually sold many copies, as a matter of fact. 
* 
"Kites Are Fun" is the first of seven Free Design reissues, on cd with bonus tracks or on 
180g vinyl in thick gatefolds. 1967's "Kites Are Fun" and 1969's "Heaven / Earth" are 
available now, while 1968's "You Could Be Born Again" and 1970's "Stars / Time Bubbles / 
Love" will follow in April 2004. Later in 2004 (probably Autumn) LitA is also planning to 
rerelease "Sing For Very Important People" (1970) and "One By One" (1971), completing the 
Project 3 series, plus their seventh album "There Is A Song" (Ambrotype, 1972) - all of 
which will be on both cd & lp, with new notes, lots of rare photos and bonus tracks. Their 
eighth album "Cosmic Peekaboo" (Marina, MA-52) dates from 2000 and should still be 
available. The cd booklet to "Kites Are Fun" is impeccable: it counts 16 pages and reprints 
the original album jacket and other pictures, while also telling the band's story and 
incorporating excerpts from an exclusive interview. Equally on Light in the Attic, there's a 
"Free Design Remixes 12" E.P." project, featuring remixes by Madlib, Mellow, members of 
Belle & Sebastian, a.o. Volume 1 in this remixes series will be released on February 3rd, 
2004. See also U0120 for our review of the 1967-1972 "Best Of" cd on Cherry Red, and U9903 
for our interview with the band! (pv)  
 
 
BREL "Infiniment" ****** 
2cd - Barclay / Universal (9808393) - 77'58"+62'44" 
 
'Ce qui compte dans une vie, c'est l'intensité d'une vie, pas la durée d'une vie'... Jacques 
Brel was one of the Greats, to be ranked somewhere alongside Bob Dylan, Leonard Cohen and 
Robert Wyatt. And Édith Piaf and George Brassens, and Billie Holiday, and so on, obviously. 
For some, Brel is on the other side of pathos, but it's hard to stay untouched by Brel's 
emotional range, as he uses both direct words and sophisticated images to cover all facets 
of that human condition which is little more than life, love, death - and friendship and 
hurt and joy. Brel is an icon, not just for being a master at writing and singing about the 
frailty of feelings and the inevitable transitoriness of both the finer ànd the uglier 
things in life, but also because his art has become a unique standard, a template even. All 



great Art deals with universal human topics, and Brel has written quite a few definitive 
observations on such subjects. To give but three examples: "Le prochain amour" addresses the 
hurt one suffers from a love lost - but it goes beyond voicing that blues and adds the 
wisdom that life goes on and that therefore it's only logical, nay, just to sing the praise 
of love itself. And it does so truthfully, without clichés. [To me, only Nino Rota and 
Federico Fellini, with their end theme of "Otto e mezo", have been able to turn tragedy into 
hope as convincingly.] "Ne me quitte pas" is one of the most subtle observations ever on the 
feeble cowardice of someone not courageous enough to give up a failed relationship - with 
Brel acting the part of someone vainly wanting to dream the impossible to such great effect 
that many have misunderstood the song as some sort of Quixotean revolt against loneliness, 
rather than as an insight into 'la lâcheté'. "Le moribond", last but not least, manages to 
deal with the sudden goodbyes which death forces upon us in ways that western churches have 
hardly been able to voice with the same simplicity. Brel's writing has been so direct, and 
he has used those 'big concept words' about life to such great effect, that everything which 
comes after him quite simply hàs to be different for fear of sounding like a cliché. And the 
way his songs were arranged and the way he sung them, can't be beaten either. (In that 
respect, all those cover tributes of the past year have been a big mistake.) Brel's oeuvre 
is definitive - it stands like a ton of bricks and it sounds like a glorious pantheon of 
humanity. 
* 
This compilation brings together some of Brel's finer moments, but in the end, it's the 
complete works you'll have to go for, because the overall level of Brel's output was so high 
that no compilation can do justice to it. However high the quality of the selection, 
"Infiniment" still misses out on, for instance, "Je ne sais pas", "L'Ostendaise" and "Il 
neige sur Liège" - three of my favourite Brel songs. And I'm sure any fan of Brel will 
similarly be able to name personal favourites that are missing. Moreover, one has to be able 
to listen to those two "En Public À L'Olympia" recordings (1961+1964) from beginning to end, 
and not in excerpted form. (For that reason, "Amsterdam" is no doubt the only live excerpt 
on this 2cd). 
* 
What "Infiniment" is important for, though, is that it brings five previously unreleased 
tracks from 1977 to our attention for the first time. The lyrics to "La cathédrale", 
"L'amour est mort", "Mai 40", "Avec élégance" and "Sans exigences" had already been printed 
in his collected works ("Tout Brel", éditions 10/18, ISBN 2264033711), but so far the songs 
themselves had remained hiddden in the vaults. Yet now they're here, and they have indeed 
been worth the anticipation! "Sans exigences" brilliantly deals with the impossible love of 
a man who realises he's been too modest for his own good ('me voyant sans exigences / elle 
me croyait sans besoins'), and lashes out at religion on the side. "Avec élégance" sketches 
the painful traps of older age, but paints a way out as well: 'être désesperé / mais avec 
espérance'. And "L'amour est mort" painfully describes a couple that has forgotten all the 
beauty they lived when they were still in love. The two other tracks are lovely too, but 
their lyrics are less remarkable. The lyrics to all five songs have been printed in the 16-
page cd booklet, but unfortunately there's no liner notes to tell the story of Brel or of 
these five songs. 
* 
Speaking of which: do be careful and check whether the booklet isn't missing from your copy 
of the "Infiniment" 2cd! The first pressing did not include the booklet, and of course 
Universal never even took the effort to warn people that their printers had not delivered 
the booklet in time for their marketing ploys... 
* 
If you've already got a lot of Brel, "Infiniment" is the cheapest way to get hold of these 
five 'new' tracks. If you're not all that familiar with Brel, then "Infiniment" is a valid 
introduction to the artist's oeuvre. But if you're quite taken away with Brel's music, then 
the renewed edition of his collected works, which also includes these five new songs, is 
your best possible option. It may cost a lot more, but then again, consuming the complete 
works of Dostojevsky or Kafka never did anyone harm either. Most of all, don't fool yourself 
into ignoring these fine tracks by thinking that Brel hadn't wanted them to see the light of 
day. Just think of how much we owe Max Brod for publishing Kafka's diaries and 
correspondence against his will... Au suivant! (pv)  
 
 
VARIOUS "Great Googa Mooga! These Words Don't Make No Sense!" **** 
cd - 2003 - Ace (CHD-880) - 64'33" 
 
Let's go back to the essence, shall we? Way before those sillicone bikini R&B divas started 
wailing nonsense, giving new meaning to 'profanity' in the process of trying to sound 
genuine by hitting a few high notes, there was soul music, and before that there was R'n'B 
music - and gospel, and the blues. Rhythm and blues covered a lot of grounds - all of the 
grounds between rock 'n' roll (a white derivation of R'n'B) to serious soul, actually, 
including doo wop and girl group pop. Most of the time, artists in this genre were creating 



pop miracles, both lyrically and rhythmically. But there was also room for comedy and 
nonsense in that rich universe. No mere gags, even but the equivalent of 'looney tunes 
cartoons' and the like, with for instance Leiber & Stoller and the Coasters equalling Tex 
Avery's genius...  "Great Googa Mooga" compiles twenty-six tracks with zany titles such as 
"Ookey ook", "Voo-it! Voo-it!", ""Ooh poo pah doo", "Bama lama bama loo", "Gama goochee" and 
"Ay la bah". And they're all terrific! They make you happy! They matter more than 
multimillionselling Beyoncé, Britney, Pink and Jay-Lo - 'cept in sales figures! Among the 
higlights: "Mama oom mow mow" (just listen to it a couple of times and contemplate on the 
brilliance of the Rivingtons), "Jambo" (Claude McLin - also in a bonus instrumental 
version), "Mamo mamo" (Marvin & Johnny & the Marsmen), "Boom pacha boom" (Billy Bird & his 
Penguins"), "Ting ting boom scat" (Jonesy's combo feat. Fletcher Smith's Squares), "Um bow 
bow" (the Bobettes, one of the first girl groups) and the seminal "Rubber biscuit" (the 
Chips). Meanwhile, the utter specialists of Ace have also released a compilation of R'n'B 
and R'n'R songs (or rather vignettes) about cars: "Crazy 'Bout An Automobile - The Car 
Cruisin' Favourites Of The 1950s And 1960s" (cat. no. CHD-990, 58'57"). These two 
compilations are fine treats for anyone into the sociology of music ànd for anyone who's 
still got a sense of humour or naive fantasy, e.g. those of you who've been truly delighted 
by the Coasters and the like. Great booklets too. Oh to turn back those hands of time! (pv) 
 
 
VARIOUS "Super Breaks Presents Stax Breaks. A Selection Of Break Beats Culled From The 
Grooves Of Stax Records. Including Tracks Sampled By The Wu Tang Clan, Chemical Brothers, 
Brand Nubian, Dilated Peoples, De La Soul And Many Others." **** 
cd - 2003 - BGP / Ace (SXD-137) - 68'47" 
 
Nineteen tracks selected by Dean Rudland, and most of them haven't popped up on breaks 
compilations yet. [If you're not too familiar with such collections of original tracks as 
sampled by hiphop acts, check out "Black Beat's Breakbeats" (2003, Black Beats / Smith & Co, 
SC-1090), which brings together a number of well-known originals and provides all the 
necessary information about them. And see also U9902+ U0006+U0007+ U0105+U0119+ U0204.] 
Among the highlights here: "The devil is dope" (the Dramatics sound up to a par with the 
psouladelic Tempations), "Drumbeat" (Jim Ingram going for the full black awareness message), 
"As long as I've got you" (the Charmels sing touching soul), "After laughter" (Wendy Rene 
moans heartbreaking soul), "Soul girl" (a female version of "Soul man", by Jeanne & the 
Darlings), "24-carat black theme" (24-Carat Black going for a long 'n varied jam), "Tramp - 
instrumental" (by the band behind Otis & Carla) and Booker T & the MG's covering Sly's "Sing 
a simple song". Every single track is highly enjoyable. (pv) 
 
 
---------- 
[PLAYLIST OF OUR 'ULTRA SQUEEZED' RADIO SHOW] 
 
On January 3rd between 16 & 20 o'clock, (kf) was feeling ill not chill, and so (pv) was 
alone to host part two of the 'Uzine Best Of 2003' radio show. Guests Styrofoam [5-9], 
[9/15/22-28/38/43/45], Caroliri d'Harakiri [12-16/44], Dieter of Orange Black [21-24], dj 
Snof [30] and Stijn [47-49] equally brought some of their favourite records. 
01 - Pyrolator: "Ein Weihnachtsmann kommt in die Disko" (cd "Ausland"; Ata Tak) + (v/a cd 
"New Deutsch"; International Deejay Gigolo) 
02 - John Carpenter: "The windows!" (cd "Assault On Precinct 13"; Record Makers) 
03 - Macy Gray: "She ain't right for you" (cd "The Trouble With Being Myself"; Epic) 
04 - Al Green: "I'd write a letter" (cd "I Can't Stop"; Blue Note) 
05 - Viktor Vaughn: "Let me watch - feat. Apani B" (2lp "Vaudeville Villain"; Sound Ink) 
06 - Hymie's Basement: "21st Century pop song" (2lp "[Hymie's Basement]"; Lex) 
07 - Styrofoam: "A heart without a mind" (cd "I'm What's There To Show That Something's 
Missing"; Morr) 
08 - Kelis: "Millionaire - feat. André 3000" (cd "Tasty"; Arista) 
09 - Prefuse 73: "[hidden tracks 22 + 23]" (cd "One Word Extinguisher"; Warp) 
10 - Leon Ware: "Phantom lover" (cd "Musical Massage"; Chronicles) 
11 - Japan: "Swing" (cd "Gentlemen Take Polaroids"; EMI) 
12 - New Wet Kojak: "Reverse the curse" (cd "This Is The Glamorous"; Konkurrel) 
13 - Melt-Banana: "Shield for your eyes" (cd "Cell-Scape"; A-Zap) 
14 - Hara'Kiri: "Liar" (cd "Ha-Haha"; Twilight Bark) 
15 - Lightning Bolt: "Assassins" (cd "Wonderful Rainbow"; Load) 
17 - Ken Nordine: "Clock" (cd "Wink"; Asphodel) 
18 - Håkan Lidbo: "Clockwise" (12" "Clockwise"; Shitkatapult) 
19 - Donna Summer [II]: "Prog's not dead" (cd "This Needs To Be Your Style"; Irritant) 
20 - the Rip Off Artist: "Bear down" (cd "Pet Sounds"; Vertical Form) 
21 - Jackstone: "Don't stop" (12" "Don't Stop"; Proptronix) 
23 - the Rapture: "House of jealous lovers" (cd "Echoes"; DFA) 
24 - Cat Power: "Free" (cd "You Are Free"; Matador) 



25 - Broken Social Scene: "Stars and sons" (cd "You Forgot It In People"; Arts & Crafts) 
26 - Tv on the Radio: "Satellite" (scd "Young Liars"; Touch and Go) 
28 - the Soft Pink Truth: "Make up" (cd "Do You Party?"; Soundslike) 
29 - International Pony: "Leaving home - Akufen missing home mix" (12" Leaving Home"; Sony 
Germany) 
30 - Richard Davis: "Bring me closer" (12" "Bring Me Closer"; 240 Volts) 
31 - Deadbeat: "Saying nothing" (12" "Garble & Slur"; Cynosure) 
32 - Betrieb: "Bubishuffle" (12" "Bubifunk"; Klang) 
33 - Secondo: "It's okay, I've overstood " (12" "It's Okay, I've Overstood"; Dreck) 
34 - Muthspiel: "In the mood for love - original mix by Jeremiah" (12" "In The Mood For 
Love"; Laudon) 
35 - Jake Fairley: "Oshawa" (12" "Going Down The Road"; Sender) 
36 - Roommate: "Status hounds" (demo, as yet unreleased; kentlambert.org) 
37 - Fort Lauderdale: "The chilling place" (cd "Pretty Monster"; Memphis Industries) 
38 - Belle & Sebastian: "Step into my office, baby" (cd "Dear Catastrophe Waitress"; Cycle) 
39 - the Free Design: "Now is the time" (cd "Heaven / Earth"; Light in the Attic) 
40 - the Cowsills: "We can fly" (v/a 2cd "The Get Easy! Sunshine Pop Collection"; Universal) 
41 - the Smoke [usa]: "October Country" (cd "[The Smoke]"; Acid-Ray) 
42 - Mark Eric: "Move with the dawn" (cd "A Midsummer's Day Dream"; Rev-Ola) 
43 - the Books: "There is no there" (cd "The Lemon Of Pink"; Tomlab) 
45 - Iron & Wine: "Such great heights" (scd the Postal Service "Such Great Heights"; SubPop) 
46 - Brel: "Sans exigences" (2cd "Infiniment"; Barclay) 
47 - Radiohead: "Myxomatosis" (cd "Hail To The Thief"; EMI) 
48 - Matthew Herbert Big Band: "Everything's changed" (cd "Goodbye Swingtime"; Accidental) 
49 - Rosco P Coldchain feat. Pusha T from Clipse & Boo-Bonic: "Hot" (cd "The Neptunes 
Present... Clones"; Arista) 
50 - Monolake: "Tetris" (cd "Momentum"; Imbalance). 
 
On January 17th between 16 & 17 o'clock, (kf) was feeling sensimilla again, and broadcast a 
Trojan special (no playlist). Between 17 & 20 o'clock, (pv) hosted the third & final part of 
the 'Uzine Best Of 2003' radio show: 
01 - Dennis Alcapone: "Muhammad Ali" (v/a cd "Hits & Misses - Muhammad Ali And The Ultimate 
Sound Of Fistfighting"; Trikont) 
02 - Michel Polnareff: "Voyages" (v/a cd "Dirty Diamonds"; Diamondtraxx) 
04 - Air: "Run" (cd "Talkie Walkie"; Source) 
05 - Roommate: "Status hounds" (demo, as yet unreleased; kentlambert.org) 
06 - EU: "Ruw" (10" "Mandarines"; Delikatessen) 
07 - AM/PM: "The ends - 10" (12" "The Ends"; Dreck) 
08 - Monolake: "Cern" (12" "Cern White_II"; Imbalance) 
09 - Andy Vaz: "Süd variation" (v/a 2lp "What Was It Like Before I Got Into Electricity?"; 
Süd) 
10 - Milos: "Ich weiss nicht" (12" "M.Case Ep"; !"@.*!%-1) 
11 - Safety Scissors: "Pigs on funk" (v/a 2x12" "Pigeon Funk Remixed"; Onitor) 
12 - Fym: "Fat lardy" (2lp "Say No To Primate Research"; Telegraph) 
14 - Stijn: "Sex junkie" (scd "E-p #01"; Labels) 
15 - Tied & Tickled Trio: "Bungalow" (cd "Observing Systems"; Morr) 
16 - Franco Saint de Bakker: "Blue Monday" (cd "Blue Minor"; Heaven Hotel) 
17 - Miles Davis: "Little high people - take 7" (5cd-box "The Complete Jack Johnson 
Sessions"; Legacy) 
18 - Nirvana [uk]: "Requiem to John Coltrane" (cd "The Story Of Simon Simopath - Island 
Remasters"; Universal) 
19 - Kevin Ayers and the Whole World: "Underwater" (cd "Shooting At The Moon - Copy 
Controlled"; EMI) 
20 - Kevin Ayers: "Girl on a swing" (cd "Joy Of A Toy - Copy Controlled"; EMI) 
22 - Kaleidoscope [uk]: "Jump in my boat" (cd "Please Listen To The Pictures"; Circle) 
23 - Russell Morris: "The real thing - parts 1 & 2" (v/a cd "We Can Fly 4"; Past & Present) 
25 - Abel Fletcher: "Esmeralda" (v/a cd "Fading Yellow 5"; Flower Machine) 
26 - Electric Light Orchestra: "Showdown - take 1" (cd "The Lost Planet"; EMI) 
27 - Gene Clark: "Silver raven - alternate version" (cd "No Other"; WSM) 
28 - Linda Perhacs: "If you were my man - studio" (cd "Parallelograms"; the Wild Places) 
29 - Fairport Convention: "Tale in hard time" (cd "What We Did On Our Holidays - Island 
Remasters"; Universal) 
30 - the Gates of Eden: "No one was there" (v/a cd "Soft Sounds For Gentle People 2"; Pet) 
31 - the Gordian Knot: "The year of the sun" (v/a cd "Fading Yellow 7"; Flower Machine) 
34 - Eric Burdon & the Animals: "Hotel hell" (cd "Winds Of Change"; Repertoire) 
35 - Dug Dug's: "Lost in my world" (v/a cd "Love, Peace & Poetry - Mexican Psychedelic 
Music"; Normal / QDK) 
36 - Kim Fowley: "Bubblegum" (v/a cd "Impossible But True: The Kim Fowley Story"; Ace) 
37 - Kim Fowley: "Sex, dope & violence" (cd "Living In The Streets"; Microbe) 
38 - the Detergents: "Leader of the laundromat" (v/a cd "The Golden Age Of American Rock 'N' 



Roll - Novelty Edition"; Ace) 
40 - Sun Dial: "Plains of Nazca" (cd "Other Way Out"; Acme). 
 
Future broadcasts of Ultra Squeezed (16-18): February 14+28, March 13+27... 
Future broadcasts of Theetijd (18-20): February 14+28, March 13+27. 103.9! 
 
---------- 
[WWWURF WWWHAT WWWEB?] 
 
2003's faves PART ONE: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/0321.htm 
2003's faves PART TWO: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/0322.htm 
2002's faves: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/0228.htm 
2001's final faves: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/0201.htm 
2001's halfway faves: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/0109.htm 
2000's faves: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/0010.htm 
1999's faves: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/9907.htm 
 
Ace / BGP / Big Beat: http://www.acerecords.co.uk/ 
   Googa: http://www.acerecords.co.uk/gotrt/feb03/cdchd880.html 
Ad Noiseam: http://www.adnoiseam.net/ 
Brel: http://www.jacquesbrel.be/ 
Radio Centraal: http://www.radiocentraal.be/ 
Cramps: http://www.cramps.com/  [SOMEDAY SOON] 
   Cramps meanwhile: http://www.cramps.de/ 
   Cramps links 1: http://www.funny-broker.de/Home/LINKS/body_links.html 
   Cramps links 2: http://www.carrollsweb.com/rockndog/cramps.htm#LINKS 
DAF: http://www.deutschamerikanischefreundschaft.de/ 
   DAF2: http://www.daf.ag/  
Donna Summer II: http://www.cockrockdisco.com/ 
   DS/JF art: http://www.cinemaweb.com/jasonforrest 
   DS radio show: http://www.wfmu.org/donnasummer/ 
   DScd: http://www.irritantrecords.com/ 
   DSlp: http://www.toolboxrecords.com/ 
Bruno Dumont: http://www.tadrart.com/ 
   BD's latest: http://www.29palms-lefilm.com/ 
   BD interview: http://www.fluctuat.net/ 
Force Inc / Forcetracks: http://www.force-inc.com/ 
Free Design: http://www.thefreedesign.com/ 
   FD member: http://www.chrisdedrick.com/ 
   FD re: http://www.lightintheattic.net/artists/freedesign/index.html 
   FD interview: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/9903.htm 
   FD review: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/0120.htm 
Philippe Grandrieux + Bruno Dumont links: http://www.net4image.com/ 
Karaoke Kalk: http://www.karaoke-kalk.net/ 
Kranky: http://www.kranky.net/ 
Labels Belgium: http://www.labelsbelgium.be/ 
Light in the Attic: http://www.lightintheattic.net/ 
Luomo: http://www.force-inc.com/ft/artists/luomo/luomo_rel.html [+ 1 2 3 4 5] 
Nexsound: http://www.nexsound.org/ 
Pluramon artwork: http://www.auto-universal.com/ 
Rotkop Eczema: http://www.dennistyfus.tk/ 
Superstar: http://www.superstar.ag/ 
Stax: http://www.soulsvilleusa.com/index2.cfm 
   Stax: http://www.acerecords.co.uk/labels/staxlabel.html 
   Stax museum: http://www.acerecords.co.uk/StaxMuseum/staxmus.html 
   Stax Breaks: http://www.acerecords.co.uk/gotrt/jan04/cdsxd137.html 
Stijn: http://www.mijnlabel.com/ 
   Stijn favelist: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/0124.htm 
   Stijn debut: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/0204.htm 
Sub Pop: http://www.subpop.com/ 
Treibstoff: http://www.treibstoff.org/ 
Universal: http://www.universalmusicworld.com/ 
   Universal Chronicles: http://www.universalchronicles.com/ 
   Universal France: http://www.universalmusic.fr/ 
Virgin Belgium: http://www.virginmusic.be/ 
 
Etc. etc. etc.: cf. http://www.dma.be/p/ultra - as usual! To look up a specific [uzine] 
we're referring to, simply surf to http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/****.htm bùt with those 
**** replaced by 'contents' or by the number of the issue you're looking for, e.g. any 
number up to 9907, 0009, 0124, 0228, 0323 or 0401.  



 
 
---------- 
[RECOMMENDED READING PT. 22] 
 
http://kentlambert.org/  [NEW WEBSITE OF ROOMMATE & KENT LAMBERT !!] 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio  [R3 MIXING IT: EAVESDROPPER STIJN MAURO DAAN] 
http://nostudium.blogspot.com/  [BEST BLOG AVAILABLE] 
http://cookham.blogspot.com/  [PRETTY FANTASTIC] 
http://www.personarecords.com/  [ANTI-LAPTOP STATEMENT / WAR ON BOREDOM] 
http://www.poemproducer.com/  [AGF] 
http://rmitz.org/AYB3.swf  [RETRO ALREADY] 
http://www.bushin30seconds.org/  [NEXT TIME AROUND JUST REGISTER & VOTE] 
http://www.balloonhq.com/  [THAT'S WHAT TIME IT IS BOYEE!] 
http://spamradio.com/  [TUNE IN HARD ON FORK OUT] 
http://www.supersizeme.com/  [FORK IT IN & COUNT YOUR LOSSES] 
http://www.sundancechannel.com/festival/profiles/index.php?ixContent=5611 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bored_of_the_Rings  [AREN'T WE ALL] 
http://www.brunching.com/alanislyrics.html  [RANDOM RUBBISH] 
http://www.happysite.nl/  [GREAT MIDI VERSION OF 'LEAN ON ME'] 
http://www.dendanny.be/  [OLDER BELGIAN ARTIST] 
http://www.schokkendnieuws.nl/  [CULT MOVIES ETC.] 
http://www.filmkrant.nl/  [FILM REVIEWS IN DUTCH] 
http://www.magazien.org/  [SUPERB ARTSY MAGAZINE] 
http://www.foundmagazine.com/  [HAS DAVID SHRIGLEY FOUND HIS PIGEON YET?] 
http://www.batmacumba.com/  [DJ CLIFFY'S BRAZILIAN CULTURE] 
http://www.littlestevensundergroundgarage.com/  [GARAGE ROCK TREASURE TROVE] 
http://www.lagebtw.be/ = http://www.baissedelatva.be/  [ARTISTS WANT CD TAXES TO GO DOWN] 
http://www.soundbarter.com/  [BY MUSICIANS FOR MUSICIANS] 
 
Earlier recommended reading: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/0323.htm [ETC.] 
How to release reissues: http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/0101.htm 
 
 
---------- 
[IN OUR NEXT ISSUE] 
 
...expect interviews with Robert Poss, Tommy Guerrero, Mathias Schaffhäuser, Ekkehard 
Ehlers, Harco Pront, Ultrasonic's dj 4T4 and a score of others. We've also got conversations 
with Akufen, Autechre, Boards of Canada, Bohr Bug, Gabi Delgado (DAF), Marco Niemeijer, Rudy 
Trouvé and Daan waiting to be typed from tape. Reviewwise, we'll be tackling loads of new 
releases - check our playlists to get the picture. Artists whom we've already interviewed : 
the Undertones, Wire, Autechre, Monolake, Murcof, Atom Heart / Flanger / Geeez 'n' Gosh, 
Funkstörung, Geoff White, Luomo / Vladislav Delay, Håkan Lidbo, the Rip Off Artist, dj Food, 
Antibalas, George Duke, Rupert Hine, Heaven 17, DAF, Rework, Roommate, Eavesdropper, Neon 
Judgement, Joris Vermeiren, Sandrine Collard, Walter Verdin (Pas de Deux), Daan (Dead Man 
Ray), Mauro Pawlowski, George Smits, Orange Black, Star Club West, American Analog Set, Jim 
O'Rourke, John 'Tortoise' McIntire, Shellac, the Wipers, the Hives, the Bellrays, the 
Locust, the Clientele, de Portables, Hara'Kiri, Melt Banana, Built to Spill, Tristeza, Low, 
etc. 
 
 
---------- 
[FINE PRINT] 
 
Free subscription: send an e-mail to <ultra@tiscali.be> with "subscribe uzine 
<your.e@mail.address>" in its subject line. To unsubscribe: as above, but add "un". Your e-
address remains confidential. 
 
Promos? Freebies? Rewards? Incentives? Or just plain old congrats? Yes please! Send them to: 
Ultra WWW Magazine - PO Box 19 - B-2550 Kontich - Belgium (Europe) - <ultra@yucom.be>. Want 
to give us a link? To http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/ please!  Airplay included: we have a two-
hour radio show as well! See the playlist section in this or an earlier zine. Thanks! 
 
Current number of subscribers: 2551. Please tell your friends & foes about [uzine] and its 
radio show! We are independent fools and receive no wages for this. For back issues, consult 
http://www.dma.be/p/ultra/uzine/contents.htm 
 
The contents of this e-mail are copyright (c) 2004 ULTRA WWW Magazine [uzine] - ISSN 
13773828 - "beyond graphics & commerce, just words & rhythm". Enjoy! 


